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BAY AREA P.A.M.
The May 3 demonstrations in Washington, San Francisco, Seattle, and other cities have had a tremendous impact, internationally as well as here in the U.S. It was not only the huge numbers (100,00 in D.C. alone), but also the broad diversity of representation that made these marches so significant. May 3 clearly signalled the emergence of a new mass movement.
This new development comes not a moment too soon. The Reagan administration is continuing to push ahead with the huge program of cutbacks, war, racism, and political reaction, while demanding that we organize mass resistance; May 3 also showed that we can.

CALL TO ACTION
shows that we can.
The new proposal by PAM for the National Day of Resistance to overturn the entire Reagan program and for an All-Peoples Congress to plan the Day of Revolution, is designed to strike a blow nationwide against the Reagan administration.
The Peoples Congress and Day of Resistance appeals to everyone, from the tenant’s groups on the block, to the local CETA workers, to all of the Welfare Rights Organizations, to workers fighting for safety on the job, to daycare and healthcare workers, to youth, to the elderly, women’s organizations, environmentalists, anti-war activists, and so on.
Every constituency and very nationality—Black, Latino, Asian, Native, women, men, lesbian gay and straight, able-bodied and disabled—will be meeting locally, regionally, in weeks to come to draw up their demands, choose their delegates, and have input in carrying through the Congress, and above all, in planning the mass demonstration for the Day of Resistance. We will grow in power and capabilities and help to shape a movement that can go beyond protest to challenge the Reagan regime, and change the relationship of political forces in the nation in favor of the vast majority of the people.
The challenge is great; the possibilities are enormous; united we can do it! Build the People's Congress! Overturn the Reagan program!
The People’s Anti-War Movement (PAM) is asking you and/or your organizations to do three things:
1) Endorse the Peoples Congress and National Day of Resistance, and join in organizing;
2) Make a donation (check payable to PAM). We are sorely in need of funds; 3) Attend our upcoming PAM Organizing Meeting on
THURSDAY, JUNE 18th at 7:30 PM
SF WOMEN’S BUILDING
3543 – 18th Street at Valencia.
We have just opened an office in Oakland and we will be opening an office in San Francisco within a week or so.

CRAZED
Struggle and unity, for PAM.
DICK BECKER
The main activity of the Scientific Humanitarian Association (SHA), founded in 1909, was a petition campaign directed against Paragraph 175. The petition set forth the scientific and moral arguments against the penalization of homosexuality and was signed by numerous experts in various fields, lend an air of authority and respectability to the movement.

In 1909, at the height of an anti-homosexual hysteria in Britain, where homosexual acts between men had remained punishable by death until 1861 and remained an incurable disease, Wilde was the only British literary figure of this period to come out in defense of homosexuals. In his book "The Ballad of Reading Gaol," he expressed his solidarity with the victims of such prejudices and highlighted the injustice of their treatment.

In Germany, several attempts at working class autonomy were made in the 19th century, and the Social Democratic Party was formed during this period. Karl Marx and Friedrich Engels, the founders of modern socialism, were both influenced by the social and economic conditions they observed.

In its early period the Social Democratic movement, which was initially revolutionary, changed its character and became more moderate. The Social Democratic Party, formed in 1875, was primarily a political organization, and its leaders, such as Wilhelm Liebknecht and August Bebel, were known for their revolutionary stance.

In the 19th century, the Social Democratic movement was influenced by the work of Karl Marx and Friedrich Engels, who stressed the importance of class struggle and the need for workers to unite in their fight against the capitalist system. The movement's goals were to promote economic equality, social justice, and political democracy.

In the early 20th century, the Social Democratic movement faced new challenges, including the impact of World War I on the working class and the rise of authoritarian regimes in Europe. The movement had to adapt to these changes and find new strategies for achieving its goals.

In the context of the imperialist war, Karl Liebknecht was the only Social Democratic leader in Germany to take the revolutionary path. He called for a "workers' war" and advocated for a socialist revolution.

The Social Democratic movement in many European countries was influenced by the work of the First International, an organization founded in 1864. The movement's goals were to promote economic equality, social justice, and political democracy.
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The newurry association of San Francisco and the Bay Area, has elected a national organization. It is one of the directors of the Californians for Homophile Church, the Onomon Homophile Church. (BWMT) should become involved in problems of interest to become strongly involved in the same area. The point appearing to be, that
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We wanted to analyze their positions, makeup, and core values before writing anything on NOLAG, as it will survive and could become one of the most important gay organizations in the nation. Those who attended the conference were for the most part realistic, composed, and full of positive energy. However, their ideas may be too radical and their demands too high for the local gay community to support and sustain. Those who attended the conference were for the most part realistic, composed, and full of positive energy. However, their ideas may be too radical and their demands too high for the local gay community to support and sustain.

The delegates passed five resolutions concerning various gay issues, such as the National Gay Rights Club, and passed a motion requiring the organization to meet with the local gay community and their local counterparts across the nation, as well as the national organizations. They were directed to bring their messages to the attention of the local gay community for the 8th, and this move does no way NOLAG can be supported. These delegates from Los Angeles of course, as well as Atlanta, Miami, Memphis, Denver, Philadelphia, Chicago, and Cleveland, were directed to bring their messages to the attention of the local gay community for the 8th, and this move does no way NOLAG can be supported.

Local delegates for the San Fransisco new offering, San Francisco Daily News, are in for a treat. There will be a special preview party for the new offering, with a special preview party for the new offering. The preview party will be held at the San Francisco Daily News, 1115 Geary Street, San Francisco, CA 94109, on June 11, 1981. Reservations, 626-2723. Program Subject to Change.

Join MAGGIE PAIGE for delightful piano entertainment

From "Dancing Between The Lines", we receive on page 8.

One really does not need to suffer much, nor judge on two recently seen college productions. The first, The Creation Of The World, is a humorous retelling of the story of the Creation, with a Black Female God and Pete Diesel as Lucifer who became God, were contrasting images of the two. Though the latter made the more interesting image, the former was more satisfying. There is a touch of sexuality, but the unlikely material for humor of jumping off the Golden Gate Bridge. One wonders if such is the case and congratulations are due the audience for this effort.

What a fomight this has been for local dance fans! Eleven performances of New York's Joffery Ballet came to town in the first weeks. Unfortunately its run has ended but the advice is available in this genre. One swallow does not a summer make.
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 7... Carr's Follow Spot.

...CONTINUED FROM PAGE 8... "Recent & Recommended"

Again, the entire cast is marvellous with Ron Blau as the entrepreneur and people are particularly memorable.

"ASPARAGUS VALLEY SUPERB ENTERTAINMENT"

Having been distractedly in praise of ASPARAGUS VALLEY (call 995-7970 for info) when I first went there, I found the place and little wonder as to how it had managed to get the new clientele it has for the show. It is now much brighter and when it is finally open, much of what I feel about it will be lost. Not only, but without the cast, indeed, without the three talented entertainers performers, Peter Gill, Ken Kenyon and Edna, some could arise, up into a truly delightful evening of entertainment. No one else can duplicate the show as it is now so let us hope that after a few more shows the act will be seen and adored superlative entertainment.

SHUCKS BORING BUT CODA CURIES

The Asian-American Theatre is offering two vastly different one-act plays as grey themes. The first, ASPARAGUS VALLEY (call 995-7970 for info) is a large black play with a considerable group of characters who pass through each other's lives, and the other, in a playing time of slightly over half the bill, a new production of the hit, "SHUCKS!"

This insightful yet humorous look at the problems of a multi-racial society is being performed again for a third year, and this time it seems merely old. With the exception of Chris Conner and "Mr. Hyde's" and switched formats, there has been a lack of new shows and this newly refurbished cabaret bodes fair to fill that void as well as offering entertainment that eschews givings and no little wonder as to how it had managed to get the new clientele it has for the show. It is now much brighter and when it is finally open, much of what I feel about it will be lost. Not only, but without the cast, indeed, without the three talented entertainers performers, Peter Gill, Ken Kenyon and Edna, some could arise, up into a truly delightful evening of entertainment. No one else can duplicate the show as it is now so let us hope that after a few more shows the act will be seen and adored superlative entertainment.

INSULTS TO GAYS MAKE BLEACHER BUMS A SUMMER SENSE

Bleacher Bums has been shut down from a minor. Street left in the Little Fox Theatre and is an exceedingly funny play that uses a group of fans in the bleachers to comment on the manager of the team. However, in one brief segment, the audience sees a group of fans in the bleachers watching football games and is asked to come up. This is an opportunity for the fans to be heard. In one such segment, a group of fans are asked to come up and is given a chance to express their feelings.

"Bleacher Bums" is a play about a baseball player who is married to a woman and is not satisfied with his wife. The play was written by a group of fans who were asked to come up to the stage and express their feelings on the subject. The fans were asked to come up to the stage and express their feelings on the subject. The fans were not satisfied with the play and wanted to express their feelings. The play was written by a group of fans who were asked to come up to the stage and express their feelings on the subject. The fans were not satisfied with the play and wanted to express their feelings.
San Francisco's Finest All-Male Theatre

PROMISES PRESENTS
AN ALL NEW
ROOSTER LOLLIPOPS

He worked his way up from the bottom...

...Perfect

writer

all male cast

"HARD LUCK NUMBER"

Starring JEAN JACQUES PRIVAT • ALKAR
GIUSEPPE WELCH • JOHN KOVACS • RYDER JONES
Also starring Victoria Houston • Roy Garrett
Robin Cook • Jonny Cannuck • Triching Lee • Jack Ross

ALL-MALE REVUE
featuring
THE JONES STREET DANCERS
Ms. STELLA PIGG LIPPS
and introducing
Ms. HILDA HORSS LIPPS

OPEN DAILY 10 A.M.
$4.00 admission until 1 pm
membership required
LIVE ALL MALE SHOWS DAILY!
Late shows Fri. & Sat

San Francisco - Get Ready!
PREMIERE S JUNE 24th

The Pleasure Palace
120 Turk Street, San Francisco, CA 94103
415/885-6380
(Rebuilt and Remodeled)

* * *
X-Rated Films, Videos, Magazines
Highest Quality, Lowest Prices
MasterCard and Visa accepted.

Is it true???????? JACk ESSEX has a "guest"????????

DICK SANDERS????

"Now He does have a "buddy"????????

Pamela Sequella for T. had a freaking nerve to call????

TYRONE (Mr. Miyagi) and his "mate". KELLEY are still "Ingleside"...but instead of being Ingleside, they are ingleside...KELLEY is actually a "mate"????????

KEVIN CLARK is a member of SWMT was "excommunicated" by the SWMT for his "arti-" work...he had an act about some "ritual"...he had a successful run...he "hurt" the members of the SWMT...he was "tainted"...he was a "member"...he was "innocent"...he had "many talents" he was very "useful" for the new administration.

The Birthday celebration for King's of Kimo's on the 1st was a packed house plus. Hawaiian Kimo has gone somewhere on Kimo and "he was there"..."however, how many years ago was that????

FOXXOLE MILLIE (Don Black) was wild over his "member"...he had a "member"...he was "member"...he "had a member"...he was a "member"...he only knew how to do that...!!!!

PAM (Private's Anti-War Movement) will be opening a new office in preparation for the full offensive against the Reagan administration...Hooray???? That is a "long..." in the "long..." in the "long..." in the "long..." in the "long..." in the "long..."

Methods the Gay Jewish group has made a serious move in judgement on the Kimo party...any of the "members" there...find out that a gay group is there, wouldn't give two hoots and a toller for their safety...Very dumb move folks...

TERRY TAYLOR - "Empress of Roses" That's the title that "brings" the truth..."come to the party..." ....he "brings" the truth..."come to the party..." ....he "brings" the truth..."come to the party..."

LEONORE Cautrelle..."The Birthday"..."the birthday..."...."the birthday..."...."the birthday..."...."the birthday..."...."the birthday..."...."the birthday..."

60 Sixth Street
DOWNTOWN SAN FRANCISCO'S ONLY COUNTRY WESTERN DANCE BAR

APPEARING
FRIDAY & SATURDAY 9 PM

MAVERICKS

At the FRISCO SALOON

60 Sixth Street
On 6th Street at Market Street
(415) 865-5314
OPEN 6 AM UNTIL 2 AM DAILY

What??? is the real "CFO"...is that old "white..."...is that old "white..."...is that old "white..."...is that old "white..."...is that old "white..."
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COUNTY LINE...is the name of the band at the Devil's Den...Saturday this Wednesday...need to be called the Golden Gate Outlaws. They are good!!!!

What's with the former owner of Chen Jiang's? Jack the former restaurant owner, now running for POLITICAL OFFICE? He has some enemies. For the record, perhaps DECK STERLING has to do with what's going on...Whoever?? What's stinking up the joint...and the ground floor...and the basement??

Another tip...or Lloyd Easier...or John Gaylord...or Lloyd Easier...or John Gaylord...At the right here....is the monkey "priest" .....pore old Floyd Eisler..Sucha character...sucha phoney!!!

At your left here is big BILL, Renue of the GOLDEN GATE. Room. He Rosenthalopolis the next Friday and Saturday for the local Conservative group. He is trying to stop all the andere...let alone the actual theft of the town, but his change of heart came too late last week. You truly enjoy living here.

It is true that the strange manager...Monroe's overseer...of that kind...for sure. And besides, he is forever telling the bistro owner how he is the best bartender in the whole cotton picekin city....and he's ABC and City officials see it too.

Above is the delightful GARY ROBINSON just about the best bartender you can envision.....for the owner is a kind, gentle soul. Love of the newly re-opened LEVINE'S-symbol of distory and...on the other hand, he has best stay away from the biker BILL HEATH??????????

"...When Ege's Closed!!"

_HEX_HEATH_ has a name, a French one...same as his English one..."BEAT". He has...he is) is LEE...hails from Sacto.

Is it true??? that the Pacific R....the house where two's a crowd????????????????????

By the way, JOHN DENBERG's BOOKS on...in the "beige" are pretty good...they are for you...you voted for Reagan??!!

Betty's getting some more calls from the ITF group... especially when the drunks start falling in...and are turning it into the Casa de Cristal and operated. There are two, one on the 22nd or 23rd. It will be almost as twice as big as the Frolic Room and 181 Club...TERRY TAYLOR on his...wasn't that???

Let us all hope he is not a winner. What happened to the Bar None productions? Is it true that the Pacific R...is still open and having fun too!

It is true that the strange manager...Monroe's overseer...of that kind...for sure. And besides, he is forever telling the bistro owner how he is the best bartender in the whole cotton picekin city....and he's ABC and City officials see it too.

New edition of the GAY AREA PHONE DIRECT...Is it true that the strange manager...Monroe's overseer...of that kind...for sure. And besides, he is forever telling the bistro owner how he is the best bartender in the whole cotton picekin city....and he's ABC and City officials see it too.

"Ft......"
SHOW BIZ

Paul Robst...just became the new "Paul"...used in this rag...is not me...in fact, I had forgotten you were all about.

At your left back is the Florence Nightingale of Vaudeville Floors, a real Keke East Burst. "Prominent...a she...one and only, the g.

ELMER WILHELM's cat CLARA is 25 years old...and still going strong...how odd that the Claws has not been all happy at all.

ELMER's other cat, GERRY Paetsch is back in town...and as usual full of half-truths and misinformation...and back in the area of his hometown 6th day prize.

Rumer has it that Wayne is going to run for emb...or chicken you're eating these days????? Someone said "Cellibrity and now you bite Leona's leg. My my, how kinky ! That with the Rip Off Ragg Number 11 (Rainboedlegged Pressure!)

BRUCE GORANSON HOLDING GAY FLAG FOR RANSOM????? Yes, she...the man who the Parade Committee makes a gay flag? I've been taking pictures for some deviant office has the huge straw bow flags to his basement and refuses to give them over to the Parade Committee and US the COMMUNITY. So I agree to give him $1,000 well left. I may have to find you making that BOUNCED CHECK to the city for the Parade Committee good??? How about it punko?

At your left here and just below is none other than BILL WHITE of the FRESH SALOON...he doesn't look off in a dress and has a beard but he is full of half-truths and misinformation...as usual full of half-truths and misinformation...and back in the area of his hometown 6th day prize.

JAMES A McLean of the Civic Center wants all to know that he does NOT know anyone by the name of Chuckles, and that he is NOT supporting this person for anything. Forgive???????

MIKE SMITH of BWMT is a strong supporter of RONALD REAGAN????

Who is JOHN R.?

SEE AMERICA, FIND A FRIEND

With Bob Dawson's Address Book '81

(415) 777-9990

Call for Appointment for Consultation

25 CENTS PER WORD

15 Word Minimum

"IT PAYS TO ADVERTISE"

MAIL YOUR CLASSIFIED TO:

Post Office Box 1028
San Francisco, CA 94101

Must be in by Monday a week after date of publication for next issue.
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HE'S HOT, HUNGRY, AND HORNED

WITH HIS CO-STARRING HEDONISTICALLY HABITUATED PARTNERS

THE NOB

SEVEN TWO NINE BUSH STREET
781-9468